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6
ARGON 200C EMOTIONAL ESSENCE

Argon shares some characteristics with the other nobles, such as the desire
to be alone, tranquility, perfectionism and a need to be straight with the
truth. Naturally it has its own unique character as well. Rather than the
spiritual enlightenment of Helium or the contented bliss of Neon, the
strongest impression of Argon is of playful happiness and ease. A cheerful
and glowing state of mind is apparent. Argon people may be optimistic,
bubbly and lighthearted, attracted to colour and harmony. Tasks seem
easier to achieve, obstacles are removed and journeys flow with effortless
ease, as if dancing or flying through life. Provers were industrious and full
of energy, possessing a sense of clarity, synchronicity and connection with
the universe. They appreciated the beauty of nature, sunsets, the earth and
seas, the plants and the trees.

Argon displays many aspects of childhood ranging from infancy to
teenage years. Provers had dreams of babies or sensations of being a baby,
wanting to be breastfed, nurtured or wrapped in cosy, pink blankets.
Patients may exhibit childish playfulness or the character of a naïve
 adolescent, using teenage language or falling into puppy love; perhaps like
a young maiden waiting for her perfect young hero to ride in on a white
horse. Hollywood abounds with examples of heroic and romantic ‘coming
of age’ Argon movies, catering to nostalgia for a beautiful period of time
most of us have experienced and lost. In reality, these romances often end
with disillusionment, and Argon spans this side as well. If these romantic
ideas do not work out, an intense state of grief may be experienced. The
development, or non-development, of emotional maturity and the ability
to integrate one’s feelings and to form harmonious relationships are
important aspects of Argon. This concept brings us to the negative side of
the remedy.

Argon may remain in the innocent state of a child and be unable to
accept adult roles and responsibility. Protection is an important theme –
the child-like Argon needs security, and will suffer if they feel unprotected.
Patients can be anxious, depressed, tearful, indolent, irritable, restless, sad



and even deceitful. The positive and negative states can alternate sharply.
Like the other noble gases, Argon can be wrapped in self-obsession and find
it difficult to see and truly interact with those around, thus making for an
interesting but ultimately dry personality.

In the proving there was an impression of chaotic disorder and unsuc-
cessful efforts to achieve things, a sensation that the free flow of life was
impeded by accidents, blocked roads and missed appointments, flights and
opportunities. Hence Argon may have a dislike of deadlines, restrictions or
obstructions. Provers were forgetful, made mistakes, wasted time and post-
poned tasks, resulting in a guilty feeling or a desire to escape from the
confines of civilisation. Naturally there was a degree of irritability, some-
times manifesting as assertive behaviour, ‘remove the obstacles and let me
through’.

I vividly remember an unpleasant incident that I had during the proving.
As is often the case I did not realise the connection at the time, and it was
only once I understood the remedy that it became clear to me that this had
been part of my Argon proving. I was in Ireland teaching Dynamis, and a
good friend of mine came to visit. I decided to take his family and mine
on a trip to Dingle on the west coast so that we could see the beautiful
views and sea, perhaps even a dolphin playing. The trip turned out to be
a nightmare I will never forget. The car was slow and had no power. I drove
much more carefully than usual because I was anxious about the mothers
and babies in the back. The trip was full of delays, the roads were narrow
and we were stuck behind slow vehicles for hours, unable to overtake.
Nothing flowed. The supposedly two-hour journey lasted eight hours. We
arrived in the dark, tired and irritable, and spent two more hours looking
for a hotel. No one had a good time, my friends were angry and I was so
frustrated that I burst into tears.

During my time teaching the Argon group, I managed to miss six flights
to Ireland, either due to my own fault or airline chaos. While I am often a
last-minute person, I had never missed a flight before. (These symptoms
may also be part of Krypton, I had been proving both consecutively).

Argon may have dreams or images of being buried in the earth. Other
miscellaneous phenomena were the tendency to lose and to find things.
Provers had images and dreams of crocodiles, otters, fairies, mermaids, cats,
fish, jade and rose quartz.

One strange phenomenon was that a number of people reported many
light bulbs blowing in their houses. Of course, this is related to the indus-
trial use of argon in light bulbs. I have since confirmed this ‘symptom’ in
practice.
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Lights and Electricity Blowing

Sensation – I am enclosed in a light bulb.
I am very aware of the huge number of light bulbs that have blown over

the past three weeks. Never in 20 years have I had to replace that number:
17 bulbs in one month!

Altogether during the proving I replaced 6 bulbs.
Light bulbs kept blowing in the house. We seemed to be buying and

replacing light bulbs much more often than usual.
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Figure 6.1 Argon wordle

Figure 6.2 Electric light bulb



Three light bulbs blown today.
Dream in a large flat, in an old building with a group of people, we had

just moved in, the lighting was bad. Went around trying various switches,
eventually found the right switches for the lights. I was disturbed by lack
of lighting, panicky.

Dream: An old friend from childhood was there and kept turning out
the lights, which annoyed me.

Dream: Getting out of bed and tried to turn on the lights, they didn’t
work, went into my mother’s, her lights didn’t work either.

The kettle short-circuited and the toaster blew.
I was glowing and others thought so too!
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